
Characters D6 / Cinta Kaz (Human Rebel Agent)

Name: Cinta Kaz

Species: Human

Gender: Female

Hair color: Black

Eye color: Brown

Skin color: Brown

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D

         Blaster: 5D

         Brawling Parry: 4D

         Dodge: 5D+2

         Grenade: 4D

         Thrown Weapons: 3D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+1

         Bargain: 4D+1

         Command: 4D

         Con: 5D

         Disguise: 5D+1

         Hide: 4D+2

         Investigation: 5D

         Persuasion: 4D+2

         Search: 5D

         Sneak: 5D

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

         Languages; Aldhani: 5D

         Streetwise: 5D+1

         Survival: 5D

         Tactics: 4D+2

         Willpower: 5D

STRENGTH: 2D

         Brawling: 4D+2

         Climbing/Jumping: 5D

         Swimming: 4D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D+1

         Communications: 3D+2

         Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

         Computer Programming/Repair: 3D

         Demolitions: 4D+2



         First Aid: 6D+1

         Medicine: 4D+1

         Security: 4D+2

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS - 100

                 Herders Fleece Lined Clothes, Comlink, Blaster Pistol (4D), Concealed Knife (Str+1D),

Detonators,

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 3

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 7

Description: Cinta Kaz was a human female who was a rebel within a network operated by Luthen Rael

in resistance to the Galactic Empire. At some point, Kaz's entire family were killed by stormtroopers.

Alongside her girlfriend, Vel Sartha, Kaz was a member of a team that Sartha led on a mission to break

into the armory of the garrison on the Aldhani and steal an Imperial payroll. Another member of that

team, Cassian Andor, had been recruited by Rael within days of the mission. During the mission, Kaz

shot the Imperial Colonel Petigar and held Commandant Jayhold Beehaz's wife and son hostage to force

his cooperation. Although the theft was successful, the only survivors of the mission were Kaz, Sartha,

and Andor.

When Andor became a loose end who could reveal too much if the Empire captured him, Kaz was tasked

with killing him and went to Ferrix, his adopted homeworld. She rented a room where she awaited his

return while he was incarcerated on Narkina 5, and she eventually took a job at Nicola's café to keep

watch on his family home and his adoptive mother, Maarva Andor. On Kaz's behalf, Sartha relayed a

message for Rael that Maarva had died. Though Cassian came during the funeral, he evaded detection

by Kaz as well as the Imperial Security Bureau agents that had hoped to capture him. As Kaz exited from

an ensuing riot, she stabbed ISB Attendant Corv, then packed up her room with Sartha's assistance.

Biography

Preparations

Cinta Kaz was a human female whose entire family had been killed by stormtroopers. At some time, she

became romantic partners with Vel Sartha, a Chandrilan woman who had a privileged upbringing and

was the cousin of Senator Mon Mothma. Kaz and Sartha were both part of a rebel network operated by

Luthen Rael.

In 5 BBY, she was part of a rebel team led by Sartha. The team's mission was stealing the quarterly

payroll of an Imperial sector by breaking into the armory of the Aldhani Garrison on the planet Aldhani.

Kaz would eventually learn that her companion Taramyn Barcona was a former stormtrooper, but she

was able to cooperate with him nonetheless.

A complication arose three days before the heist when Rael delivered Cassian Andor to Sartha and



demanded that she add him to the group for redundancy. Kaz and her companions were skeptical when

Sartha brought Andor to their camp, but they began bringing him up to speed with their plans. Using her

medical skills, Kaz treated a blaster burn on Andor's arm. Since the group was saving their pain

medications, she warned him that it would hurt.

The next morning, Arvel Skeen shared his impressions of Kaz with Andor, and he advised that Kaz was

already sharing a blanket as she and Sartha exited a hut together. When Taramyn Barcona drilled Andor,

Skeen, and Karis Nemik on marching in formation, Kaz spotted an approaching TIE fighter and raised the

warning, giving the team enough time to hide their weapons before the starfighter flew over them.

Afterward, as the group packed up their camp, Kaz quizzed Andor on the Aldhani phrases he had

learned thus far from the datapad supplied by Barcona.

When Kaz learned that Sartha already knew and had not told her that Andor was a mercenary, Kaz was

displeased. Around the campfire that evening, the group passed around a canteen. When Andor held it

out to Kaz, Sartha stepped between them, intercepted it, and drank a toast to the rebellion. The team

then split in two for their separate objectives; Sartha and Kaz left together.

The heist

Andor, Barcona, Nemik, and Skeen entered the garrison disguised in Imperial military uniforms, but Kaz

and Sartha used stealth to approach from behind the Aldhani dam. They first hid within a stone overhang

along the reservoir's edge as they confirmed radio contact with the other team. Kaz quickly silenced

Sartha when she realized several patrolling soldiers were approaching their hideout; Sartha stopped Kaz

from drawing her blaster pistol on them. Under the cover of the Eye of Aldhani event, they dove into the

water and then climbed a ladder on the dam's wall. Sartha placed equipment that they would use to

disrupt Imperial communications. When the time came to confirm to Barcona via radio that the mission

would proceed, Sartha initially froze while Kaz urged her to stop stalling and respond in the affirmative.

They descended on cables from the top of the dam.

In the tower base room, the infiltration group captured a guard, Commandant Jayhold Beehaz, his wife,

and his young son, along with the visiting Colonel Petigar, who threatened to shoot Nemik if the team did

not release the child. Kaz ended the standoff upon her arrival by shooting and killing Petigar. She then

held her blaster rifle to the child's head as Beehaz was forced to cooperate. The hostages, bound and

gagged, were brought up to the observation tower. Nemik reviewed various functions on the control

panels with Kaz before she took charge of the hostages while the rest of the team carried out the theft.

Before they parted, Sartha held Kaz's hand and asked for assurance that Kaz would be all right; Kaz

answered that she would.

During the next minutes, Nemik commed Kaz to confirm the team made it to the freighter and that the

Alkenzi Air Base was expected to make contact soon. She had just dressed herself in one of the

garrison's uniforms when the call came through from Alkenzi wing command. After checking the time,

she turned off the facility's lights while the hostages looked on. She exited in disguise to the Old Temple

where the Dhani pilgrims and their Imperial escorts were viewing the Eye.

Assignment on Ferrix



In response to the heist, the Imperial Security Bureau launched an investigation and arrested many of the

Dhani residents. Kaz was preparing to ride a speeder bike when an Imperial Star Destroyer flew over the

sacred valley. Sartha initially journeyed to Coruscant while Kaz embarked on their new assignment: kill

Cassian Andor to silence him.

The couple reunited on Andor's adopted homeworld, Ferrix, where Andor's adoptive mother, Maarva

Andor, lived in the family residence. From Nicola's, a café across the street, Sartha observed the home

and two of Andor's friends, Bix Caleen and Brasso, while waiting for Kaz to rejoin her. Kaz's drink had

gone cold in the meantime, but she had located a nearby room available for rent. Although Sartha

thought they could not stay, Kaz said that she herself could; one would draw less attention than two.

Sartha was hurt at the idea of being separated from each other again, but Kaz was adamant that the

Empire did not rest and it was not about them. When Sartha questioned who Kaz would pretend to be,

Kaz made a pointed remark about being a rich girl running away from her family, reflecting Sartha's own

situation. Taking Sartha's hand, Kaz reminded her girlfriend that they had begun their relationship

knowing the struggle would always come first for her.

Kaz remained on Ferrix to continue watching and waiting for news of Andor while monitoring Imperial

movements at the hotel seized as the Ferrix garrison's headquarters. She surveilled the hotel with a

camera and electrobinoculars kept in her rented room and blended in among the locals. An attendant for

the Imperial Security Bureau (ISB), Corv, also pretended to be a civilian, which Kaz noticed. Aware that

he was ISB, she kept a close eye on him from her roomand when he visited Nicola's, which they both

used to observe the Andor home. She took a job there in the week before Maarva Andor's death. When

Andor died, Kaz notified Sartha, who in turn relayed the information to Kleya Marki, Rael's partner in

business and rebellion. Cassian's mother's funeral was expected to draw him back home.

Although Kaz intended to pick Sartha up upon arrival on the planet, ISB Supervisor Dedra Meero had

also arrived and walked the city with Corv as her guide. In Kaz's rush to follow them, she was unsure if

she had left her room locked; Sartha let herself in to wait for her. The movements from the Imperials

signaled that they were also anticipating Andor. Kaz still had a hard focus on the mission, but when

Sartha asked her to come away from the window, she softened and did so.

As the time of the funeral neared, Kaz kept watch on Maarva Andor's home while Sartha met with Luthen

Rael and informed him of Kaz's observations. With the Imperials expected to bring Cassian Andor to the

hotel if captured, Rael wanted Kaz positioned there instead. The funeral became a riot and people began

fleeing from it. Kaz tailed Corv through the crowd, but when he spotted and recognized her, she moved

back into a doorway and let him get close enough to stab him through his ribcage, then closed the door

to hide where he had fallen. Afterwards, she returned to her room to pack up her surveillance equipment

with Sartha. Sartha was concerned that Corv's blood on Kaz's hand was an injury; after Kaz said it was

not her own, they resumed packing.

Personality and traits

Cinta Kaz had long black hair, brown skin, and brown eyes. At the time of the Aldhani mission, she was

around mid-twenties in age. Vel Sartha and Arvel Skeen both described her as cold; the latter also

regarded her as tough and fearless.



In her relationship with Sartha, while Sartha sought assurances regarding Kaz's well-being and found

time apart to be difficult, Kaz considered it necessary and prioritized the rebellion over her personal life

and relationships. However, she was willing to break her intense focus when Sartha expressed

vulnerability to her.

Skills and abilities

Kaz had medical skills that included cleaning and dressing wounds, some knowledge of the Aldhani

language, and proficiency with blasters.

Equipment

During her assignments, Kaz dressed to blend in with residents. On Aldhani, she wore the fleece-lined

garb of a shepherd. While on Ferrix, Kaz dressed in a green, quilted shirt and other local attire. and

carried a knife that she could easily conceal. 
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